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All those who aspire to become part of the elite bank of India, the Reserve Bank of India, need to
cover a lot of points, before they finally enter into the fold of RBI recruitment. Reserve Bank of India
is the topmost bank which looks after the working and management of other banks in the country
and is responsible for their proper functioning.

As a regulatory authority for the banks and various financial matters, this bank is committed towards
the overall development of the countryâ€™s economy. For this purpose, there are some laws and
regulations that are framed and the evaluation is done at regular intervals. Getting into the officer
posts in these banks therefore pegs a lot of responsibility on the shoulders of the recruits, who are
entering into the most respectable and well known bank of the country. To be part of such an elite
workforce, the aspiring candidates need to look at the eligibility criteria and application form
submission, so that it is done in the right manner, thereby negating any chances of rejection of the
candidature.

Firstly the eligibility criteria is to be matched

All those people who want to get into the Reserve Bank of India through the RBI recruitment
process should go through the criteria of selection, in order to know where they stand.

Age limit for the applicants for the post of RBI bank officers is from 21 years to 30 years. This age
limit is considered before the month of august for the year of application.

The different options of educational qualifications are:

1.Bachelorâ€™s degree with first class and minimum of 60% marks in the final exam

2.Second class in the exam for final of masterâ€™s degree with an aggregate mark of 55% or any other
equivalent exam

3.Doctorate degree with an aggregate of 50% in the masters degree or any other equivalent exam

4.Bachelorâ€™s degree followed by chartered or ICWA or company secretary-ship

5.People with post graduate diploma in management, or MBA along with completion of bachelorâ€™s
degree

With the above eligibility criteria in terms of education and age being satisfied, people can now plan
ahead to apply for the jobs for officer posts. The RBI recruitment is now done in the following
procedure:

There is the application form available online, which can be filled up and sent to the RBI office in
Mumbai after the application is sent online. The filled in application form is printed and the same is
sent by mail as the hard copy. In this hard copy, the photographed is to be pasted, along with the
candidatesâ€™ signature and accompanied by bank draft or IPO of the specified amount. The hard copy
is to be sent by ordinary post.

The process of application form submission is required to be done as directed so that there is no
chance of rejection of the form. Since the RBI recruitment would be a major milestone in the lives of
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people, it is necessary that the candidates be alert of the recruitment advertisement and carry out
the process as directed. It will be a big step towards the successful recruitment and the careers will
be off to a flying start.
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